Infrared techniques enable nondestructive and label-free studies of thin films with high chemical and structural contrast. In this work, we review recent progress and perspectives in the nanoscale analysis of anisotropic materials using an extended version of the atomic force microscopy-infrared (AFM-IR) technique. This advanced photothermal technique, includes polarization control of the incoming light and bridges the gap in IR spectroscopic analysis of local anisotropic material properties. Such local anisotropy occurs in a wide range of materials during molecular nucleation, aggregation, and crystallization processes. However, analysis of the anisotropy in morphology and structure can be experimentally and theoretically demanding as it is related to order and disorder processes in ranges from nanoscopic to macroscopic length scales, depending on preparation and environmental conditions. In this context IR techniques can significantly assist as IR spectra can be interpreted in the framework of optical models and numerical calculations with respect to both, the present chemical conditions as well as the micro-and nanostructure. With these extraordinary analytic possibilities, the advanced AFM-IR approach is an essential puzzle piece in direction to connect nanoscale and macroscale anisotropic thin film properties experimentally. In this review, we highlight the analytic possibilities of AFM-IR for studies on nanoscale anisotropy with a set of examples for polymer, plasmonic, and polaritonic films, as well as aggregates of large molecules and proteins.
Introduction
The anisotropy of materials plays a key role in optoelectronic, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] polymer, [8] [9] [10] [11] and bio-related research issues, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] investigating their physical and chemical properties as well as their functions. Notably, anisotropy is an important parameter for health and medical research because the material anisotropy is an inherent feature in the research and diagnostics of, for example, neurorelated or cardiovascular diseases. 14, 16, 22 For the analysis of such anisotropic material properties on the nanoscale, powerful characterization methods such as polarizationdependent techniques have to be selected and further developed. 15, 18, 19, 21, 22, 25, 26, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] Infrared (IR) methods are in particular attractive as material and structural properties can be determined with high sensitivity and spectral contrast in a label-free manner. 35, 44 Infrared spectroscopy is complementary to other surface science techniques and has the advantage that it is compatible with a wide range of environmental conditions. 35, 44 Furthermore, the intensity of IR light (even when using brilliant light sources) can be typically adjusted to be weak enough to avoid sample modification.
For IR spectroscopic studies of anisotropic properties on macroscopic length scales, 35, infrared spectroscopic ellipsometry (IRSE) and polarimetry are the characterization methods of choice. [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] However, even in conjunction with brilliant light sources, the anisotropy connected with molecular ordering and morphology variations on the scale of 10-100 nm cannot be experimentally addressed because these IR techniques are diffraction limited far-field approaches. Near-field concepts can be exploited for IR nanoscale studies with various kinds of measurement geometries. [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] The availability of brilliant IR radiation sources enabled new breakthroughs in IR instrumentation towards modern near-field microscopy. In addition, laser laboratory sources such as pulsed optical parametric oscillators (OPO) and pulsed laser sources, in particular tunable free-electron lasers (FEL), 57, 65, 66 were important to push the development. Recently the availability of tunable quantum cascade lasers (QCL) significantly broadened the number of applications of IR nanospectroscopy. Ultrabroadband applications might be realized with synchrotron radiation. 53, 69 In this review we focus on the use of polarization-dependent and polarimetric atomic force microscopybased IR spectroscopy (AFM-IR) applications. Please note that other AFM-IR reviews are available, 43, 51, 63 but none of them focuses on the polarization-dependent aspects and film anisotropy.
More than a decade ago in 2005, AFM-IR methods based on measuring the photothermal-induced expansion via an AFM cantilever was developed. 57 The signal measured by the AFM tip depends on many parameters such as heat conductivity, thermal expansion and the effective electric field but is directly proportional to the absorption coefficient of the material. 43, 45 For the technical realization of photothermal nanoscale measurements some principally different measurement geometries were realized. Developed first of all were AFM-IR devices with samples placed on an IR transparent prism (e.g., zinc selenide, ZnSe) and IR laser irradiation in an internal total reflection geometry. 43, 56, 61 Later an internal reflection geometry at normal incidence in an IR transparent CaF 2 substrate below the ATR angle was introduced for circular dichroism (CD) measurements. 60 For measurements with left-and rightcircularly polarized illumination (LCP and RCP, respectively), light from a QCL passes through a quarter-wave plate (QWP) and illuminates the sample through the CaF 2 substrate. 60 A later development was a reflection geometry for the AFM-IR with illumination at a higher angle of incidence and photothermal measurement, both from the top of the sample surface. 51, 63 The sensitivity for measurements of the photothermal expansion of a sample with an AFM was enhanced by using a resonance mode of laser pulse and tip oscillation frequency, 36, 43, 51, 63 which enables probing of ultrathin films.
For defined measurements at fixed polarizations, polarizing elements have to be added to the setup. 43, 51, 68 Even with one additional fixed polarization position, anisotropic sample properties can be identified either by rotation of the sample or when anisotropic structures which are rotated against exist on the sample surface. 43, 51 Figure 1a shows polarization-controlled measurements of electro-spun polymer fibers with preferential molecular orientations with respect to the fiber direction.
Comparison of the vibrational bands in the spectra with polarizations parallel and perpendicular to the fiber allow one to draw conclusions on the preferential direction of the related transition dipole moments of molecular groups. The strong anisotropy is also easily identified in the image of IR amplitudes taken at 1404 cm À1 (Fig. 1b) . The upgrade of the AFM-IR setup with polarization control (see schematic in Fig. 2 ) for the incident laser light perpendicular and parallel to the optical incidence plane allows for probing the sample absorption in s-and p-polarized conditions, respectively. The s-polarized situation probes the absorption in the x-direction (in-plane) and the p-polarized one the absorption in the y-(in-plane) and z-(out-of-plane) directions (Fig. 2) . Together with free azimuthal rotation of the sample the setup then enables polarimetric nanoscale measurements of anisotropic IR absorption. 36, 52, 64 Summarizing the current possibilities of IR analyses, AFM-IR is a unique method that can provide sensitive measurements of organic materials with lateral resolution approaching the AFM tip radius, 51 and probe both in-plane and out-of-plane vibrational components.
Using the AFM-IR technique in conjunction with numerical calculations, [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] e.g., finite element methods (FEM), finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method, or less calculation resources demanding (but limited to periodic systems) rigorous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) allow for quantitative interpretation of the measured spectra. [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] Optical properties of thin films such as IR absorption per unit volume of a biaxial sample with e i ¼ 2n i k i can be calculated by:
Assuming that other parameters influencing the photothermal expansion, e.g., thermal conductivity, thermal expansion coefficient, or refractive index, are not significantly modified during the experiment, the measured deflection of the cantilever is proportional to the IR absorption. 43 In general, anisotropy effects in thin films measured by the IR nanopolarimetric setup in Fig. 2 are not limited to orientation, which manifests itself in the k i tensor (e.g., intrinsic vibrational absorption anisotropy). They can also be induced by anisotropic contributions of the field intensities W E i W 2 to thin film absorption in Eq. 1, e.g., using goldcoated AFM tip near-field, vibrational oscillator strength, finite thickness of the film, and enhancement substrates.
However, the measured polarization-dependent signal can be directly correlated with vibrational modes in k i if the variations of W E i W 2 are small, e.g., in thicker films or aggregates of biaxially anisotropic organic molecules with oriented weak oscillators. Due to the complex signatures complementary density functional theory (DFT) calculations are typically required for a detailed discussion of anisotropic vibrational spectra in molecular assemblies or aggregates. 36 In cases where the sample anisotropy cannot be explored directly via s-p contrast of specific vibrational modes, the identification of sample anisotropy at the nanoscale using AFM-IR can become cumbersome. In particular, it can be very challenging to quantify anisotropy when the s-p contrast is significantly affected by the tip and the local amplification of the incident electric field influences the Figure 2 . Schematic of AFM-IR measurement on an anisotropic sample in reflection geometry with polarization control for p-and s-polarized conditions. Modified with permission from reference 52. Copyright 2018 Elsevier. measured AFM-IR amplitudes. For instance, this needs to be considered when measuring ultrathin organic films using a gold-coated tip that enhances the p-polarized signal and can also contribute to the measured s-polarized response directly below the tip.
Some examples of AFM-IR studies of anisotropic polymer and bio-related samples are reviewed in this article. In order to illustrate the contrast which can be achieved by probing the s-and p-polarized components for an ultrathin film of about 4.3 nm of maleimido-phenyl (MP), Fig. 3 shows an AFM-IR image of a MP functionalized graphene sheet at 1720 cm À1 (in the center of the C¼O vibration related band) on an Au/Si substrate (left side: Au, right side: Si). Obviously, the IR amplitudes of the ultrathin organic layer are much stronger on the Au surface than on the Si surface in p-polarization. For the s-polarized condition that probes only in-plane components, almost equal amplitudes are observed for both types of substrates. The comparatively stronger signal of the organic layer on the gold surface in ppolarization is attributed to the field enhancement in the zdirection due to the Au-coated cantilever.
The anisotropic contrast presented in Fig. 3c and its absence in Fig. 3d leads to conclusion that tip contributions can significantly modify the p-polarized response only and that the tip dipole cannot efficiently couple to incident spolarized radiation, even on metallic substrates. The tip near field with its short-range nature reduces its contributions to the measured total photothermal expansion with increasing film thickness, rendering them negligible in thicker, bulk-like films. However, the p-polarized IR absorption of a bare film (i.e., without the tip) is typically higher than its s-polarized absorption at high angles of incidence. Therefore, normalizing IR nanopolarimetric data can help visualizing in-plane anisotropy effects (Eq. 1) more clearly, especially in cases where the molecules are lying and Im(e x,y ) > Im(e z ), as demonstrated in the applications section of this review.
As an example in the field of polymers we present a case study of an anisotropic polyimide film, 9,10 a material class having many applications, e.g., in display technology, 11, 82 encapsulation of electronics, 83 or for colloidal crystals or particle-stabilized emulsions at interfaces. 84 Apart from these exemplary cases we see a large potential for application of polarization-dependent AFM-IR in material and health sciences as the properties of many polymers as well as opto-electronic and biological materials are connected with their anisotropy. For example, electronic, mechanical, optical, or photo-responsive properties of hybrid or organic materials for opto-electronic applications such as films of large organic molecules or polymers show a strong dependence on local crystallinity, anisotropy, or ordering. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] 37 Anisotropic properties are critical to organic solar cell performance because they influence the efficiency in the absorption of light or charge and exciton mobility properties. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] For biological and medical applications the materials anisotropy is also crucial. For example, muscle structures and their underlying extracellular matrix are highly anisotropic. 12, 13 For cardiac tissues, 12 reconstructed tissues, e.g., hydrogels for in vitro building of muscles, 13 or scaffolds for bone regeneration, 17 the anisotropy is connected with the micro-and nanostructure. The anisotropy of cardiac tissues influences the conduction of the cardiac impulse but is also dependent on disease processes which in turn can modify the tissue anisotropy and enhance its arrhythmogenesis.
14 Another important broad application potential of nanoscale IR polarimetric measurements could be studies in understanding amyloid and protein aggregation processes. [15] [16] 18, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] Research activities in this field have been stimulated by the association of amyloid deposition with diseases from Alzheimer's to type II diabetes. 16 Apart from the already mentioned examples nanostructured samples with anisotropy exist in a wide variety of materials, such as single-and few-layer crystals for direct band gap semiconductors, 26 photonic crystals, 27 twodimensional (2D) nanosheets, 28, 29 crystals and fibers, cellulose nanocrystals, 31 nanocomposites, 30 perovskites, 68 and solid electrolytes. 32 The application field of the presented nanopolarimetric approach is even wider as ordering and assembly of atoms and molecules on well-defined surfaces is of general importance for growth of nanometer scale functional systems. 33 The detailed organization of nanostructures across extended length scales, e.g., by chemical assembly, is a key challenge in the design of integrated materials with advanced functions. 34 
Applications

Thin Film Materials with Strong Oscillators
The results for two examples (organic and inorganic materials) are presented, which display significant effects in the measured IR spectra resulting from the strength of vibrational oscillators on the optical material properties. For instance, thin oxide films in the strong oscillator range may exhibit anisotropic optical properties due to absorption of polaritonic modes. 64 The so-called Berreman and epsilon-near-zero modes are only observed for very strong oscillators, e.g., in silica films. On the other hand, even for organic materials with much weaker oscillators, specific oscillators like antiphase n ap C¼O in spin-coated polyimide films may exist, 10 which are strong enough to produce large frequency shifts in the IR nanopolarimetric spectra. For such inorganic and organic thin film materials with sufficiently high oscillator strengths, the resonance frequencies observed in the dielectric function do not correspond to the peak positions of the related bands in the measured IR absorption. We note that discrepancies between peak position and resonance frequency can also be produced solely by the presence of anisotropy in p-polarized IR nanopolarimetric measurements because of their sensitivity to both in-and out-of-plane optical properties by analogy with reflectance and ellipsometric spectra of anisotropic materials. 73 Anisotropy of Polyimide Films. Polyimide layers of PI2611 (DuPont) were prepared by spin-coating a suitable precursor onto a Si substrate followed by imidizing the film by thermal annealing. 10 The resulting highly homogeneous 1.81 mm-thick film exhibits uniaxial anisotropy as demonstrated by the corresponding in-(e xy ) and out-of-plane (e z ) dielectric functions extracted by ellipsometry in Fig. 4a . Here the in-phase n ip C¼O mode is a weak oscillator indicating in-plane anisotropy and is expected to contribute to both p-and s-polarized spectra when measured by IR nanopolarimetry (Fig. 4b) . The antiphase n ap C¼O mode in Fig. 4a , on the other hand, is a strong oscillator present in both e xy and e z dielectric functions with almost isotropic Im[n ap C¼O] contributions. Therefore, the anisotropy of this mode in the IR nanopolarimetric data cannot be explained by Im [e] and is an indication of the oscillator strength manipulating interfering electric field intensities W EW 2 of the probing radiation in the film (Eq. 1).
The uniaxial anisotropy of the PI2611 film seen in the dielectric functions in Fig. 4a is caused by the predominant in-plane arrangement of the polymer chains, 9 as demonstrated by the DFT calculated dimer in Fig. 4c . Here, only the n ip C¼O vibration is sensitive to the in-plane orientation of the structure because its transition dipole moment is oriented along the PI2611 chain. In contrast, the perpendicular oriented n ap C¼O vibration results in an isotropic response because of the twisted structure of the imide rings in PI2611.
Representative IR nanopolarimetric (solid) and the corresponding calculated absorption spectra of the 1.81 mm PI2611 film using the e xy and e z data from Fig. 4a (dotted) are presented in Fig. 4d . Here, the measured and calculated data were independently normalized to the p-polarized maxima. The good agreement between calculated and measured spectra proves that the AFM tip contributions to the measured signals are weak and can be neglected for this system. This allows for a direct discussion of anisotropy and oscillator strength induced effects. As anticipated, the inplane n ip C¼O mode is present in both spectra, and the anisotropy of the n ap C¼O mode with large spectral separation of the peak positions of p-and s-polarized results is an indication of the strength of the oscillator. This is supported by the weaker n ip C¼O mode showing a much more subtle relative peak shift.
In order to see both the strong oscillator and the in-plane anisotropy of the PI2611 film (Fig. 4a) at the same time, the s-polarized results were normalized followed by subtracting the p-from the s-polarized spectra as shown in the inset in Fig. 4d . Here, both phenomena can be unambiguously identified by the calculated difference. The predominant in-plane ordering of the PI2611 chains manifests itself in the n ip C¼O peak whereas the strong oscillator leads to a dispersion-like shape of the n ap C¼O band. This data representation as spectral difference also helps to remove most of the measured spikes caused by water vapor in the QCL background allowing for an analysis of the homogeneity of the PI2611 film.
The homogeneity and anisotropy of the uniaxial 1.81 mm PI2611 film are addressed simultaneously by IR nanopolarimetric scanning of the region shown in Fig. 4e with subsequent difference (s-polÀp-pol) calculation of the normalized measurements by analogy with the inset in Fig. 4d . The resulting 100 point data set is presented in Fig. 4f . It demonstrates that IR nanopolarimetry is a method capable of accessing chemical composition, molecular ordering, and oscillator strength in anisotropic thin polymer films at nanoscale resolution.
Polaritonic Modes in Thin Silica Films. Thin films with vanishing real part of the dielectric function (Re[e] ¼ 0) in the mid-infrared (MIR) region, e.g., of inorganic oxides or doped semiconductors, are a promising class of optical materials because they support polaritonic modes near Re[e(x)] ¼ 0. 85 The excitation of such modes is accompanied by enhancement of IR absorption (Eq. 1) due to their strong out-of-plane electric field E z confined in the film. 64 This renders polaritonic materials potentially useful for photothermal cancer therapy, biosensing, photovoltaics, and the design of novel metamaterials. [86] [87] [88] [89] Vanishing Re[e] of silica in the MIR region is a consequence of the strong oscillator of the stretching vibration n(SiO 2 ) shown in Fig. 5a . Here, the maximum of Im[e(x)] is at 1063 cm À1 and Re[e(x)] ¼ 0 is at 1211 cm À1 . Infrared nanopolarimetry has been used to study the polariton induced anisotropy in thin SiO 2 films on Si unambiguously identifying the nature of two types of polaritonic modes, the Berreman (BE) mode and the epsilon-nearzero (ENZ) mode. 64 The BE mode is a propagating leaky mode created by the incident wave fronts and can be excited by the p-polarized component of far-field radiation (Fig. 5b) . The epsilon-near-zero mode is a bound mode and can be excited locally in ultrathin films only. This can be done via coupling to the near-field provided by the out-of-plane oriented AFM tip dipole created under p-polarized illumination (Fig. 5c) .
The p-polarized measurement of a 100 nm thermally formed silica film is presented in Fig. 5d . Here, compared to the blue-shifted tip enhanced peak of the strong oscillator of the stretching mode around 1095 cm À1 , the BE mode at 1241 cm À1 is a weaker effect. This supports the conclusion that the BE mode is not, or only weakly, affected by the short-range tip near-field. 64 Summarizing this part, IR nanopolarimetry measures the BE mode in a noninvasive fashion demonstrating its farfield origin (Fig. 5b) .
In a 2 nm native SiO 2 layer on Si in Fig. 5e , the tip dipole can couple to the ENZ mode, dramatically enhancing the ppolarized signal at 1229 cm À1 . Here, the ENZ mode dominates the tip enhanced n(SiO 2 ) demonstrating its out-ofplane near-field E z origin (Fig. 5c ). In addition, the 12 cm À1 spectral shift between the measured ENZ and BE modes allows for resolving the two polaritonic effects spectrally. In Fig. 5e , the good agreement between the measurement and absorption simulation of a SiO 2 volume under the tip shows that IR nanopolarimetry is highly applicable to polaritonic materials without the need of thermal expansion calculations and complex modeling of measurement procedure. 64 
Anisotropic Aggregates and Films of Large Molecules
Oriented Attachment Mechanisms of Porphyrin Supramolecules. Understanding of structural organization and interactions of biomolecules is of fundamental importance in medical and bioanalytical research. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] As an example we present the analysis of supramolecular orientation in porphyrin aggregates via the interpretation of specific phenyl-and pyrrole-related bands in s-and p-polarized nanopolarimetric spectra. IR Images at frequencies of anisotropy-sensitive bands are used to illustrate the lateral distribution of molecular ordering at the nanoscale.
Under kinetic-limited non-equilibrium conditions, the self-assembly mechanisms of porphyrin aggregates are dictated by anisotropic intermolecular interactions. Infrared nanopolarimetry has been used to correlate the morphological patterns of aggregated thin ZnTPP (zinc tetraphenylporphyrin) films with the supramolecular orientation within the H-and J-type aggregates at the nanoscale. 36 These supramolecules have typically strong in-plane orientation and two IR nanopolarimetric spectra are sufficient to resolve the oriented attachment mechanisms, as demonstrated in Fig. 6a . Figure 6b shows the IR nanopolarimetric response for p-and s-polarized conditions for the H-and J-type aggregates, and Fig. 6c the corresponding supramolecular orientation and directions of transition dipole moments of modes with phenyl (red thin lines) and pyrrole character (grey thin lines, connecting the bands in the cascaded spectra). In H-type aggregates, the hierarchical organization of porphyrin monomers consists of the formation of H-type helical supramolecules followed by their preferential in-plane alignment perpendicular to the aggregate growth direction as shown in Fig. 6a . This behavior manifests itself in a highly symmetric p-and s-polarized spectral response (Fig. 6b, top) due to perpendicular transition dipole moments of the corresponding vibrational modes in Fig.  6c (top) .
The two polarization-dependent IR images of two perpendicularly oriented H-type nanorods in Fig. 6d and e confirm the anisotropic H-type aggregation mechanism. 36 Here, the phenyl character mode parallel to the axis of the H-type helix ( Fig. 6c ; top, red) was mapped leading to dominating p-and s-polarized signals in Fig. 6d and e, respectively. In addition, the p-polarized signal in the configuration in Fig. 6e shows the out-of-plane orientation of the H-type helices towards the edges of the nanorod, providing biaxial anisotropy information.
In contrast to the H-type helices where the ZnTPP monomers are oriented predominantly out-of-plane (Fig.  6a) , the staircase arrangement of J-type supramolecules (Fig. 6c, bottom) suggests strong in-plane orientation of monomers within the aggregate. This is demonstrated spectrally in Fig. 6b (bottom) where strong symmetry between two s-polarized measurements probing only the orthogonal in-plane J-type modes with pyrrole character (Fig. 6c, bottom) was found. The data were collected on two perpendicularly oriented domains of the dendritic Jtype aggregate in Fig. 6f . The IR image reveals that, contrary to H-type, the J-type supramolecules are parallel to the aggregate growth direction. 36 Anisotropy of Adsorbed Concanavalin A Films. Proteininorganic interfaces play an important role for various biomedical and biotechnological applications. 42, [90] [91] [92] For a comprehensive analysis of chemical composition, interactions, and structure of protein films and interfaces in a label-free fashion new methods at the nanoscale are needed. In the presented example we show that in addition to a specific IR signal related to the protein secondary structure, information on the anisotropy of proteins can also be revealed by IR nanopolarimetry. Based on these findings direct insights into the underlying adsorption mechanisms onto solid substrates can be provided.
When a MIR spectrum of a protein film is examined, typically the amide I band is sensitive to secondary structure of proteins. 93 In addition to identification of such relations between specific spectral bands and structure, IR nanopolarimetry is also highly sensitive to ordered motifs such as the beta sheet of a Concanavalin A (ConA) dimer consisting primarily of antiparallel beta strands linked through beta turns, as shown in Fig. 7a . In this work, we use IR nanopolarimetry to demonstrate regions of predominant in-plane arrangement of beta sheets of ConA adsorbed onto gold substrates, which has been predicted theoretically as well. 94 As isotropic reference hemoglobin (Hgb) consisting primarily of disordered alpha helices has been used.
In order to qualitatively understand the complex shape of the amide I band in relation to beta sheet orientation, DFT calculations of polyalanine consisting of two antiparallel beta strands connected by a beta turn (Fig. 7b, top left) have been performed. The directions of dipole derivatives of this beta sheet model structure in Fig. 7b (top right) indicate spectral contrast between in-and out-of-plane vibrations of the amide I band (i.e., parallel and perpendicular to the beta sheet, respectively) with the in-plane component being stronger. To visualize the correlation with the specific mode character, three regions of the polyalanine model can be defined (Fig. 7b, bottom left) . Ignoring the termini (black) and calculating the spectra for beta antiparallel (yellow) and beta turn (white) regions only (Fig. 7b, bottom right), in-and out-of-plane amide I vibrations can be linked to antiparallel beta sheet and beta turn, respectively, serving as model spectra for ConA anisotropy analysis.
The protein films on gold were prepared by dip-coating that led to formation of 4 nm thin ConA monolayers as well as thicker aggregated regions (Fig. 7c) . The indicated area chosen for collecting IR nanopolarimetric spectra included both regions. Here, the maximum aggregate thickness on top of the monolayer was 30 nm.
In order to investigate molecular orientation of ConA, both p-and s-polarized signals were normalized independently to the amide I maximum, followed by subtracting the p-from the s-polarized spectra in Fig. 7d . Strong IR nanopolarimetric contrast can be seen, with in-plane beta sheet and out-of-plane beta turn vibrations dominating in the sand p-polarized signal, respectively (see also Fig. 7e ). The measured anisotropy is enhanced by the AFM tip providing a stronger out-of-plane component of IR absorption. IR nanopolarimetry shows the predominant in-plane orientation of adsorbed ConA molecules via their ordered beta sheets in both the monolayer and the aggregated regions.
The remarkably symmetric response in the range of the amide I band of the thicker aggregate is broken in the monolayer region surrounding the aggregate. Variations of spectral intensities at the monolayer-related points (at about 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 in Fig. 7d ) indicate conformational changes in the monolayer. This is supported by theory which suggests that the ConA molecules are attached to the rough gold surface via the side chains (SCs). 94 This direct contact can be seen from the p-polarized related signals strongly enhancing the SC absorption. Fig. 7e compares average IR nanopolarimetric spectra of ConA aggregates with the isotropic Hgb reference. Hemoglobin data show strong alpha helical content with the amide I band maximum spectrally between the beta sheet and the beta turn maxima of ConA, proving their origin. 95 In principle, IR nanopolarimetric studies of proteins can be extended by analysis of further protein specific bands, e.g., including the weaker amide II (Fig. 7d and e) and amide III bands. 96 Homogeneous and Aggregated PNA on Functionalized Graphene. Functionalized graphene sheets are technologically highly applicable 2D materials with a wide range of biosensing applications. 52, 67 This next example demonstrates the broad applicability of IR nanopolarimetry for direct analyses of such surfaces providing nanoscale-resolved information on homogeneity, layered film structure, and anisotropy of the biomolecular functionalization. Here, we characterize homogeneous and aggregated peptide nucleic acid (PNA) films on MP-functionalized graphene (G).
Cysteine modified PNA with the sequence GATATATACGATA-Cys was immobilized on MP films on graphene, and the resulting PNA/MP/G was subsequently transferred onto a gold substrate (Fig. 8a) . 52 The resulting PNA layer thickness on top of the 4.3 nm MP/G layer was estimated to be around 4.2 nm in the homogeneous regions (Fig. 8b) which indicates monolayer PNA functionalization with predominantly out-of-plane oriented twisted peptidelike backbones, i.e., ''standing-up'' configuration. 97 The homogeneity of these regions is demonstrated by the IR nanopolarimetric scans in Fig. 8d and e collected with pand s-polarization, respectively. The average p-polarized spectrum in Fig. 8d shows a dominating n ap C¼O band of MP whereas the average s-polarized spectrum in Fig. 8e shows stronger amide I and II bands of PNA. This IR nanopolarimetric contrast is presumably due to two main reasons: the orientation of PNA molecules with stronger in-plane components of the amide I and II vibrations present in the s-polarized data, and the double-layered PNA/MP film structure. The latter leads to a surface-enhanced n ap C¼O band of MP in the p-polarized data because the MP layer is in direct contact (Fig. 8a) with the rough gold surface (Fig. 8b) , in accordance with the ConA example. This allows for separating layered films from mixed films.
The p-polarized IR scan data in Fig. 8d are sensitive to heterogeneities and thickness changes in the PNA layer via the amide I and II bands. Therefore, thicker aggregated PNA regions such as the one highlighted in Fig. 8c (maximum height of 25 nm) show dominating amide I and II bands as demonstrated in Fig. 8f . The surrounding homogeneous PNA monolayer shows stronger amplitudes of the n ap C¼O band of MP consistent with Fig. 8d .
Infrared nanopolarimetry shows that PNA aggregation is accompanied by changes in secondary structure showing that a beta sheet contribution is not present in the homogeneous PNA regions (Fig. 8e) with random secondary structure. 52 By analogy with the previous example, further analyses can include DFT modeling of this system for a qualitative understanding of the complex spectral shapes of the amide I and II bands of PNA because they can also contain nucleobase contributions, 75 and their interactions with the backbone. 95 
Anisotropy of Plasmonic Metasurfaces
Anisotropic plasmonic metasurfaces are of great importance in the field of IR nanophotonics because they allow for shaping the far-field optical response via the geometry of meta-atoms at the nano-and microscale. 98 On the other hand, the near-field enhanced light-matter interactions can be utilized to dramatically increase the molecular structure detection sensitivity. This renders these surfaces technologically highly relevant for surface-enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA) spectroscopy, 63, 99, 100 in for example chirality sensing for biological and pharmaceutical applications. 101, 102 A comprehensive understanding of the underlying enhancement mechanisms and nanoscale-resolved visualization of plasmonic resonances are essential for the design and optimization of novel IR optical devices and sensors. The benefit of polarization-dependent AFM-IR is that it can access the anisotropic plasmonic resonances of metallic nanostructures by measuring the metal expansion directly, 103 or indirectly by detecting the expansion of an IR transparent polymer on top of the metasurface. 60 The plasmonic modes are visualized via polarization-dependent ohmic dissipation causing the photothermal expansion. In addition, for adsorbed organic analytes, a material specific contrast and Fano lineshape-free quantification of the local enhancement factor can be achieved by SEIRA via the nearfield induced photothermal hot spots. 59, 99 In the following, three examples from literature are reviewed demonstrating the broad applicability of the IR nanopolarimetric approach to anisotropic plasmonic metasurfaces including resolving collective plasmonic resonances directly, 59 ,103 asymmetric SEIRA effect due to orientation and magnetoelectric coupling, 56 and CD in a chiral metasurface. 60 Direct Imaging of Plasmonic Modes. Metals have typically large thermal conductivities and small photothermal expansion coefficients. Therefore, in order to increase sensitivity and to avoid the interference of plasmonic mode patterns of metasurfaces with the AFM tip in contact with the sample, bottom-up illumination setups have been widely used. 56, 59, 60, 99, 103, 104 It is important to note that under specific conditions, e.g., using bare silicon tips without gold coating, a reflection setup ( Fig. 2) with polarization restricted to the in-plane direction (s-polarization) is suitable for analyzing plasmonic effects. 62 Infrared imaging of plasmonic modes via ohmic dissipation was performed on asymmetric split ring resonators (ASSRs), as shown in Fig. 9 . 103 The 100 nm-thick periodic gold ASSRs were fabricated on a ZnSe prism and characterized by a 45 total internal reflection bottom-up AFM-IR setup. This IR nanopolarimetric approach resolves the plasmonic resonances directly.
The resonators consisting of a longer left arc and a shorter right arc acting as two interfering nanoantennas were measured using s-polarization as shown in Fig. 9a in order to excite the anisotropic plasmonic modes. The differences in the spectra collected on the two arcs indicate interaction between the arcs. 59 This phenomenon is visualized by the IR images in Figs. 9b to f. Here, a clear crossover in the localized ohmic dissipation predominantly from the shorter right arc to the longer left arc with increasing wavelength is seen.
The images of IR amplitudes at specific frequencies in Figs. 9b to f show antisymmetric transition dipole moments of the two arcs forming a quadrupole towards longer wavelengths, i.e., an out-of-plane magnetic response, and therefore coupling and interactions between the arcs. 59 These asymmetries need to be taken into account for SEIRA applications, 56 as demonstrated in the next example.
Near-Field SEIRA Asymmetry in Oriented Split-Ring Resonators. Photothermal expansion of absorbing organic films is greatly enhanced by the confined near-field produced by plasmonic metasurfaces. 56, 59, 63, 99, 104 The anisotropic SEIRA effect in oriented ASSRs discussed in Aksyuk et al. 56 is therefore also directly accessible by polarization-dependent AFM-IR, 56 as presented in Fig. 10 . In contrast to the previous example where ASSRs had the same orientation, the unit cell now consists of four differently oriented resonators as depicted in the inset in Fig. 10a . The s-polarized direction of the bottom-up illumination of the AFM-IR setup is parallel for two ASSRs (blue arrows) and perpendicular for the other two (red arrows). An additional anisotropic arrangement is provided by the 180 azimuthal rotation of the ASSRs in the bottom row. For the two resonators in the left column (blue arrows), this corresponds to an inversion of the incidence angle.
The 150 nm thick gold ASSRs were coated with a 200 nm poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) layer, as shown in Fig. 10b . The corresponding IR image presented in Fig. 10c displays the distribution of SEIRA hot-spots via the IR amplitudes of the CH 3 wagging mode at 1191 cm
À1
. Here, an anisotropic SEIRA enhancement is clearly seen. When the polarization direction is perpendicular to the arcs of the ASSRs (right column in the inset in Fig. 10a, red arrows) , the IR light cannot couple to the plasmonic modes, and the near-field hot-spots are absent.
However, looking more specifically on the s-polarized spectra (red and blue) in Fig. 10a measured in the parallel configuration shown in Fig. 10c , a strong asymmetry is found. Although the enhancement is present in both cases when compared to the PMMA reference (black), the top left arrangement of the ASSR in the unit cell and the incident polarization leads to a stronger SEIRA effect. This can be attributed to the out-of-plane magnetic response mentioned earlier where the in-plane projection of the magnetoelectric coupling changes sign with the inversion of the incidence angle (or 180 azimuthal rotation) leading to constructive and destructive interference with the plasmonic modes, respectively. 56 The incidence angle dependence of the SEIRA effect in oriented ASSRs revealed by polarization-dependent AFM-IR at the nanoscale is an important aspect that needs to be carefully taken into consideration when designing plasmonic metasurfaces for sensing applications. 56, 99, 100, 104 These findings can be generalized to other structures exhibiting magnetoelectric coupling at oblique incidence associated with circular anisotropy in achiral metasurfaces, e.g., a gyrotropic response. 105 Circular Dichroism in Chiral Metasurfaces. In this example, nanoscale measurements of CD of a chiral metasurface enantiomer performed by Khanikaev et al. are presented (Fig. 11) . 60 Here, the asymmetric plasmonic nanoantennas presented in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image in Fig. 11a were fabricated on a CaF 2 substrate, and a bottom-up AFM-IR setup with LCP and RCP normal incidence illumination through the substrate was used.
In order to increase the sensitivity of the method to circularly dichroic photothermal expansion of the 60 nm thick gold metasurface, the sample was coated with a 100 nm polyethylene (PE) film. Because PE has no specific IR absorption at 9.1 mm (where the chiral metasurface exhibits CD), the photothermal expansion of the coating closely follows the distribution of ohmic dissipation in the nanoantennas, 60 in contrast to the previous SEIRA example. The metasurface enantiomer in Fig. 11a was excited with RCP and LCP at 9.1 mm, and the corresponding IR images are shown in Figs. 11b and c, respectively. Here, the method visualizes CD at the nanoscale directly accessing its physical origin, the circularly anisotropic ohmic dissipation localized predominantly in the left and right nanoantenna for RCP and LCP, respectively. 60 Accessing circular anisotropy at the nanoscale renders polarization-dependent AFM-IR as a highly applicable diagnostics platform for studying chiral metasurfaces for novel optical devices and enantiomeric SEIRA biosensing applications. 60, 98, 101, 102 Conclusion A variety of polarization-dependent AFM-IR analyses for organic, inorganic, and hybrid thin-film materials are reviewed in this article. For the MIR spectral range measurement case studies were presented that range from simple polarization-dependent measurements up to CD and nanopolarimetric measurements case studies. For the latter new possibilities for nanoscale analyses of both in-plane and out-of-plane film/surface properties are discussed. In the photothermal nanoscale experiment the anisotropic absorption of the surface or layer can be probed directly, thereby giving access to anisotropic optical or structural properties of materials, e.g., structured metamaterial, photonic, opto-electronic, or nanocomposite films. In all cases the comparison of measured spectral absorption with theoretical absorption from numerical optical calculations helps to identify anisotropic material or to identify optical effects. A specific key property of polarizationdependent photothermal ''10-100 nm''-resolved IR experiments compared to other IR experiments is the unique possibility to be able to study sensitively in-plane properties of organic thin film materials. This is a particularly vital point for analysis of a large variety of anisotropic materials exhibiting single or few layer crystalline films, molecular aggregates and molecular ordering due to the preparation process.
Future Directions
Specifically, IR nanopolarimetry offers new sensitive nanoscale measurement and sensing possibilities for bio-related, medical, health and pharmaceutical research for which interactions, structure or structural phase transitions and growth of molecules, ensembles or aggregates are highly relevant. Extended analyses could also be attained in future by coupling the method to liquid environments, 58 or the possibility to extend it for CD measurements. 60 
